
Tour Programme
 
Silver Shadow 3903 / 7 Days
 

February-01-2019 / February-08-2019
Hong Kong, China / Hong Kong, China

Date Arrive Depart

1 Hong Kong, China 10:00 PM

2 Day at sea

3 Ha Long Bay, Vietnam 7:00 AM 6:00 PM

4 Chan May, Vietnam 1:00 PM

5 Chan May, Vietnam 7:00 PM

6 Sanya, China 8:00 AM 7:00 PM

7 Day at sea

8 Hong Kong, China 8:00 AM



General Information
 
ORGANISED SHORE EXCURSIONS
Booking Direct with Silversea gives you peace of mind. Our local tour operators are fully insured and have been comprehensively vetted. In
the unlikely event of issues with a Silversea tour, we assume responsibility and the ship will wait for our delayed shore excursion. These are
important factors when comparing value. Looking for a special program with your travelling companions? In a nod to our Italian heritage,
let us reserve for you our Silver Shore “Privato” service - a private vehicle with driver and/or guide. Create your own itinerary or leave it to
us. This service is available in most ports which you can reserve on MySilversea (my.silversea.com) or at the Shore Concierge desk onboard
for a truly tailor-made arrangement. Please bear in mind as we traverse many far reaching destinations, the local infrastructure varies and is
beyond our control. Road conditions and vehicles available locally may not be up to standards we are accustomed to. Guides and drivers
may speak with a heavy accent at times depending on the port of call. Be assured however that at Silversea, we contract only the best tours
and best operators available at each destination. Please Note: Silversea reserves the right to make any changes or modify a tour in case of
unforeseen circumstances and/or to ensure the safety and comfort of our guests.
 
BOOKING & CANCELLATION DEADLINES
Shore excursions must be purchased on or before the booking deadline for each port of call. Tours are available on a first-come, first-
served basis; some tours are very popular with guests often ending up being wait-listed: in order to avoid disappointment, it is therefore
suggested to book in advance via my.silversea.com from 120 days until 48 hours prior to sailing. Last-minute requests to participate on
excursions are subject to space availability, which in some cases may not be determined until departure time pier-side. Please note that
certain shore excursions may have different reservation deadlines and may incur cancellation fees if cancelled after the deadline. Unless
otherwise indicated in the tour description for a particular shore excursion a 100% cancellation fee will be charged for shore excursions
cancelled within 48 hours of the scheduled start time. If changes or cancellations are required once onboard, tickets must be returned to
the Shore Concierge desk within the cancellation deadline period.
 
ONLINE ADVANCE RESERVATION OF SHORE EXCURSIONS
For those of you that are not aware, at Silversea you can pre-reserve your excursions at leisure prior to your journey on the internet, log on
to MySilversea (my.silversea.com) until 48 hours prior to sailing. If you have pre-reserved your excursions on line, your tickets will be
delivered to your suite upon embarkation and all charges will be billed to your shipboard account.
 
ON BOARD RESERVATIONS
Once on board, you may also reserve and purchase your shore excursions. You will find a consolidated tour booking form in your suite and
at the Shore Concierge desk. Select the tours in which you wish to participate, then leave the completed and signed form at the Shore
Concierge desk prior to the booking deadline indicated. Tour tickets will be delivered to your suite and your selected excursions charged
to your shipboard account. Overland and exclusive excursions must be pre-paid by credit card through your reservation agents. If still
available they may also be purchased on board. Shore excursions require a minimum number of participants in order to operate as
described. If this minimum number is not met, Silversea reserves the right to offer the programme at a different rate or to cancel the
specific departure. 
 
SHORE EXCURSION PRICING
Prices are generally quoted per person, per tour, with the exception of Silver Shore Privato or group-designated excursions. Prices are
subject to change without notice. Please visit MySilversea (my.silversea.com) for the most up-to-date information. Discounts for children
under 12 years of age are available on some, but not all tours. Prices for children, if available, will be adjusted onboard. Please meet with
the Shore Concierge team prior to your excursion to discuss the availability of children’s pricing.
 
ON-TIME TOUR DEPARTURES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, tour departures generally will not be announced unless there is an unforeseen change. Departure times
from the ship are published in the ships daily newspaper, the Silversea Chronicle. Guests are kindly requested to proceed ashore at least
ten minutes prior to the tour departure time. The Shore Concierge team will be pier-side to direct you to the appropriate transportation.
When the ship is at anchor, guests must allow additional time to tender ashore.
Silversea Cruises reserves the right to adjust itineraries and tour departures as local conditions dictate. Please note that pier departure
times are also listed in MySilversea (my.silversea.com)
 
TOUR SUITABILITY
At Silversea we offer a broad range of activities for our guests of all physical capabilities. Some excursions are decidedly only for the
physically fit and active guest. Each excursion offered is clearly identified with an activity level to assist you. For your safety and enjoyment
and that of your fellow guests, please be certain you’re selecting excursions that meet your physical capability. We therefore encourage
guests to review the tour description carefully including the PLEASE NOTE section which includes useful information and attend the port
talks onboard. If you still have any questions or concerns regarding this, please contact Shore Concierge (shoreconcierge@silversea.com)
prior to your cruise or visit the Shore Concierge desk for more detailed information once onboard.
 
ON LAND SILVER SHORE CONCIERGE SERVICES
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Let Silversea Cruises customise a special event or excursion exclusively for you. Expert Shore Excursion professionals are available to assist
with knowledgeable suggestions, personalised planning and coordination of all private, independent touring including area highlights,
flightseeing, water sports and more. To take advantage of this service, requests should be submitted no later than 30 days prior to sailing
and guests must have a deposited or fully paid cruise booking. Strict cancellation policies apply to your confirmed, exclusive programme.
When calling or emailing, please have your booking number available. There is a service fee of $100 per port to secure your arrangements,
however this fee will be applied to your confirmed programme in that port. Call +1.800.968.9518 or e-mail: shoreconcierge@silversea.com
The Shore Concierge may be contacted by phone, to arrange tailor-made tours, Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (East
Coast time U.S.) You may leave a detailed message when calling outside of these hours. You may also e-mail your request for your
personalised programme.
 
ONBOARD SHORE CONCIERGE TEAM
Whether you wish to participate in an organised shore excursion or bespoke tailor-made tour, Silversea’s experienced Shore Concierge
team are happy to assist you in ensuring your shore- side experiences are nothing less than a memory that lasts forever.
The Shore Concierge team is available onboard on sea days from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00 noon and from 3:00 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. Office opening
hours in port may vary whilst staff is shore-side assisting you on tour. Please refer to the Silversea Chronicle for daily office opening hours.
When contemplating a tailor-made program onboard, please contact the Shore Concierge team as early as possible at the beginning of
your cruise, as time may be a factor in reaching local contacts. Please be aware that once arrangements have been confirmed, 100%
cancellation fee will be applied. Unfortunately, we are unable to change or cancel airline tickets, car rental, hotel or any other reservations
you made previously with your travel agent or on your own. In many ports of call there may be a local hospitality representative on board to
provide additional information, for two hours after the ship’s arrival. In some ports, local information may be found in the tourist
information centre ashore.
 
PORT TALKS
Throughout your cruise we’ll be offering Port & Shore Excursion information given by our Shore Concierge Manager and Destination
Consultant prior to arrival in each port of call. Our aim is to give you a travel experience that goes beyond the ordinary and many of your
questions about our ports of call will be answered in these briefings, giving you more time to enjoy and immerse yourself in each port. The
information is presented in the theater or is pre-recorded and played on your in-suite entertainment system.
 
SILVERSEA SHUTTLE SERVICE
Complimentary transportation may be provided by Silversea when the local town is beyond a reasonable walking distance from the port.
This service may not be possible in ports where a strong taxi union exists, preventing Silversea from providing a complimentary shuttle. The
availability and schedule for this service will be announced onboard and listed in the Silversea Chronicle. We are not able to advise this in
advance. Operationally, intervals between shuttle bus departures could be affected by local traffic. Silversea is not liable for any unforeseen
delays. There will be a break in service for driver meal times. Shuttle service is offered during the day only. The shuttle service is designed
to augment local transportation; guests requiring more flexibility may prefer not to wait for a shuttle and secure a taxi at their own expense.
 
CHILDREN ON TOUR
To ensure the safety of our younger guests, participation by children in certain shore excursions may be restricted. To ensure the safety of
our younger guests, children up to the age of 8 years old are only permitted to participate in suitable Silver Shore Excursions and the
shuttle service, if the vehicles are equipped with the correct safety harness and seating equipment, to accommodate a child. Such
harnesses' and secure seating cannot be guaranteed. Alternately guests may use their own approved safety seat, booster seat or harness
as long as they are compatible with the local touring vehicle and can properly secure the young guest. Silversea reserves the right to refuse
children under the age of 8 years old on any tour on the basis of safety.
 
GRATUITIES
Gratuities for local guides and drivers are not included in the excursion price. It is customary to tip tour guides and drivers. Such gratuities if
extended, should be done so on a voluntary, individual basis.
 
MOBILE TELEPHONES
As a courtesy to fellow guests, kindly refrain from using mobile telephones while on tour so as not to interfere with the guide’s explanation.
Most tours make frequent stops, allowing time for guests to use their mobile telephones. We appreciate your understanding in this matter.
 
SMOKING
For reasons of safety and comfort, smoking is not permitted on any tour vehicles used by Silversea. Your understanding in this matter is
appreciated.
 
VIDEO/PHOTOGRAPHY CHARGES
At some museums, sites and monuments, photography and/or the use of video cameras may not be allowed or may incur a charge. These
charges are not included in the tour price and are at guests’ own expense.
 
SHOPPING STOPS
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While our organised excursions are not generally geared to the serious shopper, some tours allow for short shopping stops as indicated in
the tour description. In the interest of all tour participants, guests should adhere to the allotted time and return to the tour vehicle
promptly as advised by the tour guide or ship’s escort. Please Note: The selection of shops is generally left to the discretion of the tour
operator. Silversea does require that establishments be reputable, of general interest to our guests and offer quality goods. However, all
purchases are the responsibility of the individual.
 
ADDITIONAL TERMS & CONDITIONS
Silversea Cruises Ltd. and its associated or affiliated companies act solely as agents for airlines, motorcoach companies, railroads and other
service providers. The provisions in the cruise ticket contract govern Silversea Cruises Ltd.’s responsibility to guests and Silversea Cruises
Ltd. shall not be liable in any manner, for any reason, with respect to other services provided. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot be held
responsible for conditions prevalent ashore at ports of call. Some of these conditions might preclude individuals with disabilities from safe
or practical participation in organised shore excursions. Silversea Cruises Ltd. cannot accept responsibility for losses or additional expenses
due to delay in rail, plane, vessel or other services, sickness, weather, strikes, war, quarantine or other causes. These tour descriptions are a
general overview of the programme and are subject to change. Our local operator reserves the right to substitute other sites if local
situations, including holidays, closures, weather, delays, congestion, etc. require. Silversea Cruises Ltd. reserves the right to adjust shore
excursion pricing.
 
INSURANCE
The extent of insurance coverage in foreign countries varies widely and depends on their laws and customs. It is suggested that guests
consider short-term health and accident policies from their own insurance company prior to leaving home. Silversea Cruises, Ltd. cannot
assume liability for baggage or other personal effects lost or damaged while those items are in the custody of an airline, hotel or other
service provider. Baggage is always ‘at owner’s expense’ at all times.

Activity Level and Icon Definition
Minimal Activity
Excursions are easily paced without the need for
excessive walking or physical activities. Being able to
board motor coaches and negotiate steps can be
encountered. 
 
Moderate Activity
Full participation may include a limited number of
steps, uneven surfaces and/or periods of standing.
 
Extensive Activity
Full participation requires being in good physical
condition and may involve inclines, steps, uneven
surfaces and/or extended periods of standing.
 
Adventure Tour – Physically fit
Active excursions are recommended only for those
guests in good physical health, with considerable
amounts of physical activity.

 
Wheelchair and disabled-friendly tours
Guests in a standard wheelchair must be accompanied
by their own helper and be able to board a motor
coach, van or boat. Once on tour you will be
unattended. We kindly ask you to inform the Shore
Concierge staff promptly at embarkation when using a
wheelchair. For guests with serious mobility issues
please contact the Shore Concierge staff promptly so
they can help make arrangements. In certain ports
wheelchair accessible vehicles are available at an extra
charge and advanced reservation. 
 

Evening Excursion 
The excursion is taking place in the evening.

Meal Included
A meal is included in the excursion.

New Excursion
This shore excursion is brand new to Silversea.

 

Privato
Silversea Privato excursions include private use of a
local driver and car. Please see the Shore Concierge
for more information and reservation. 

 
Limited Space Available
Please be aware that there is only limited space
available on this tour. Places are delivered on a first
come first served basis. 

 
Promo
The shore excursion is offered on a complimentary
basis as part of a free shore excursion promotion
(the “Promotion”).  Please check your booking terms
and condition or up to 7 days MySilversea to
determine whether your booking qualifies for the
Promotion. If your booking does not qualify for the
Promotion there will be a cost associated with this
shore excursion.
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February 01 2019, Friday

Hong Kong - China
 

HKG-A1 / FOR IN-TRANSIT GUESTS - HIGHLIGHTS OF HONG KONG DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$69; Duration:4.50 hrs
 Explore some of Hong Kong's most popular historic landmarks during this half-day orientation tour of the city.

Depart the pier for the drive across the harbour via the sub-ocean tunnel, and on to Hong Kong Island. Your scenic orientation tour begins with a
visit to Victoria Peak.
 
Victoria Peak
From Garden Road, a tram takes you for the five-minute ride uphill to the 1,300-foot (396-metre) Victoria Peak. After taking in spectacular views
and photo opportunities of Hong Kong and Kowloon, board a coach for the drive downhill. Next, your drive continues on to Aberdeen via Deep
Water Bay.
 
Aberdeen
Upon arrival, a sampan boat ride provides a fascinating look at this floating settlement. As you glide along the city's oldest harbour, your cruise
takes you past houseboats, fishing sampans and floating restaurants. At the end of the cruise, re-board your coach for the ride to the Stanley
Market via Repulse Bay.
 
Stanley Market
Once a fishing village, Stanley Market has earned a reputation as a paradise for bargain hunters as well as for its interesting scenery. The narrow
lanes are lined with small shops selling the latest in fashion clothing, such as overruns of designer jeans and sportswear, leather and silk clothing
in Western sizes. In addition, a good selection of souvenir items can be found here.
 
During your visit, you can stroll around the market and perhaps make a few purchases. Serious shoppers will want to return and explore the
market at their leisure.
 
Leaving Stanley Market, your tour concludes with a brief drive back to the port.
 
Please note: This tour, available only to guests continuing on from the previous cruise, a moderate amount of walking, with some stairs to
climb and guests must be able to embark and disembark the coach and boat via steps. This tour is not suitable for guests who utilise a
wheelchair. Comfortable shoes are recommended.

 
HKG-C1 / LANTAU ISLAND & MONASTERY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$179; Duration:6.50 hrs

 Experience the scenic beauty and most renowned destinations of Hong Kong's largest outlying island during this day trip to Lantau Island.
Depart the port for the scenic drive via coach to Lantau Island.
Tai O Fishing Village
This fishing village, renowned for the stilt houses built by the river's shore, was the centre of Hong Kong's salt-panning industry for 100 years.
 
Po Lin Monastery
Your tour continues on through beautiful mountain scenery en route to the Po Lin Monastery, the principal centre of Buddhism in Hong Kong.
The monastery houses the world's tallest outdoor seated bronze Buddha statue, the Tian Tan Buddha. This imposing statue of Buddha weighs
over 250 tonnes (227,000 kilos), and is more than 100 feet high (34 metres).
 
After a vegetarian lunch served at the monastery, return to Tung Chung town via cable car. Should the cable car be out of service, the 3.5-mile
(5.6-kilometre) drive to Tung Chung will be by bus.
 
Upon arrival at Tung Chung, re-board your coach for the return drive to the port.
 
Please note: This tour, available only to guests continuing on from the previous cruise, requires an extensive amount of walking, with an incline to
the platform. The road to Lantau is very narrow and full of turns; therefore, this tour is not recommended for guests who suffer from travel motion
sickness. There are narrow lanes and an uneven floor at the fishing village. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who
utilise a wheelchair. Comfortable walking shoes are recommended. The lunch served is vegetarian cuisine. Expect lines at the Skyrail; your
patience is appreciated. This tour is available for guests who are in transit only.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
HKG-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$499 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

HKG-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$899 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

HKG-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$699 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:4

 
 

HKG-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$1299 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:4

 

February 03 2019, Sunday

Ha Long Bay - Vietnam
 

HAL-A / CRUISING HA LONG BAY BY JUNK DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$79; Duration:4.00 hrs

 Ha Long Bay ranks among Vietnam's most celebrated attractions and has been designated a World Heritage Site. Explore this wondrous
seascape aboard local junks.
The name Ha Long Bay, meaning 'where the dragon descends into the sea,' has its origin in an ancient legend according to which a huge dragon
appeared, aiding the local people in their fight against northern invaders. After victory was achieved, the dragon and its young remained, turning
into a fence of rocky islets as protection from further invasion. Even today, sailors and locals still claim sightings of a giant sea monster.
 
Ha Long Bay's famed seascape offers fantastic images of fragmented limestone outcroppings, sheer cliffs, huge rock arches and tranquil coves.
Some of the rock formations rise from the sea up to a height of 900 feet (274 metres), projecting strange images.
 
Explore this magical scenery onboard traditional junks (also known as sampans). The boats will come alongside the ship to be boarded with the
help of a barge. Then head out on your cruise and relax as the vessel glides through breath-taking seascapes of fragmented limestone
outcroppings, past huge rock arches, sheer cliffs, picturesque coves and islets rising out of the sea like green-clad monsters. Watch this amazing
scenery unfold while enjoying some green tea. A guide will point out and explain the most interesting sights.
 
Your outing into the magic of Ha Long Bay concludes with your return to the ship.
 
If weather permits an optional visit to Thien Cung cave will be done. After entering a narrow gate, the grotto's 130-meter-long girth opens up.
Getting in we are astonished by the very animated and splendid beauty which is made from stalactite. On the east wall of the grotto, there is a
grandiose and imposing picture with characters of heroic tales.
 
Please note: This excursion requires a minimal amount of walking; however, there are three to six steps between the barge and the junks to
negotiate. We recommend wearing flat, rubber-soled shoes. Depending on the weather, you may wish to bring a sweater or windbreaker. A
small selection of souvenir items is offered for purchase aboard each junk.bathrooms are availalbleabord each junk.There are 120 steps in
Thien Cung cave. Guests might stay on board the junk if do not want to visit the cave.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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HAL-B / HA LONG BAY KAYAK EXPLORATION DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$139; Duration:7.50 hrs

 Ha Long Bay is made up of 1,969 islands of various sizes, 989 of which have been given names. This densely concentrated zone of stone islands,
world famous for its spectacular scenery of grottoes and caves, forms the central zone of Ha Long Bay, which has been named a UNESCO World
Heritage Site. Thistour offers a great opportunity to paddle a two-person kayak on a unique adventure in Ha Long Bay.
Board a junk boat from the barge alongside the ship for the hour's cruise to the kayaking location on Ha Long Bay. Once in your kayak, explore
the dramatic natural scenery and see Luon Cave and the fishing village.
 
After working up an appetite, re-board the junk to enjoy a delicious lunch. The adventure concludes with the visit to Hang Co cave before the
relaxing cruise back to the tender pier.
 
Please note: Thistour requires approximately 1.5 hours of paddling and is only recommended for guests who are physically fit. We
recommend wearing a swimsuit under your clothing; bring sun protection, a towel and a change of clothes from the ship.Waterproof cameras
are also highly suggested. Kayaks accommodate one or two people. Life jackets are provided. Operation is contingent upon favourable
weather and sea conditions.

 
HAL-F / THE ZEN MONASTERY IN HA LONG BAY DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$89; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Experience the insight of Zen Buddhism during this half-day tour.
Giac Tam Buddhist Zen Monastery
After tendering ashore, board the coach and drive for approximately one hour and 30 minutes towards the Giac Tam Buddhist Zen Monastery.
Along the way, enjoy the views of the scenic countryside of Ha Long, passing villages surrounded by bamboo fences and lime stonewalls.
 
Learn of the history of Vietnamese's Buddhist Zen, set up by the Tran Kings who destroy the Kublaikhan troop in the 13th century. After their
victory, they climbed into this primitive forest and dedicate their life to Buddhism. Visit the monastery; listen to the Zen lesson given by one of
the monks as he demonstrates the proper techniques for Zen meditation.
 
Local Village
Leaving the monastery, drive towards the Limestone Mountains, where you stop briefly for photos, before arriving at a local village and farm.
Walk into the village made up of small roads, houses, village temples, street barbershops and village coffee shops. At a local home, chat with the
resident farmer, interact with the children and learn of their lives and ways of worship, while you sip a cup of tea. Visit the farmers' gardens, full of
fruit trees from the north of Vietnam. Then, reboard the coach for the hour's return to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves moderate walking for approximately 2 hours with optional steps to climb approx. 170 steps with no hand rails.
There is a slide path of 300 meters that is wheelchair accessible to the first wing of the monastery than there are 4 steps to climb to the
entrance.
The ground in the village may be unpaved with an uneven surface. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or for those who
utilise a wheelchair. We suggest you wear flat, comfortable walking shoes. Please remember to bring your camera. The Zen lesson is given by
the monks depeding on their availability, otherwise guides will do the lesson presentation. The drive to/from Halong Bay and the Zen
Monasery is approximately 1,5 hours each way and can be uncomfortable due to the local road conditions.

 
HAL-G / HON GAI HIGHLIGHTS DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Discover the bustling mining town of Hon Gai during this half-day outing.
Located at the foot of Bai Tho Mountain between China and Hanoi, the mining town of Hon Gai is centred around the huge local coal deposits
found nearby, but is also active in the seafood and industrial manufacturing industries.
 
Seafood Market
Depart the pier with your local guide for a pleasant stroll along the bustling main street. You will observe the locals conducting their business in
much the same way as centuries past. This setting is made even more colourful by all of the commotion of bags, luggage, ducks and chickens
being carried. Next, will walk to a local seafood market to browse the colourful merchandise for sale.
 
Long Tien Pagoda
Then, board a coach for a drive to Long Tien pagoda, which was built in 1941, Long Tien is the biggest pagoda and a well-known historical place
in Ha Long City. The pagoda is situated at the foot of Bai Tho Mount in the Chua Long Tien street, near the seafood market.
 
Afterwards visit the stone church which is the oldest church in Hongai town.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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Following your tour, a brief stop will be made at a local coffee shop for refreshments, before returning to the pier and your awaiting ship.
 
Please note: Tour involves moderate walking and is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or for those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests
should dress in seasonal attire and wear flat walking shoes. Order of sites visited may vary.

 
HAL-I / OLD IMAGES OF RED RIVER DELTA & HAI PHONG DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$119; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Haiphong is the third largest city of Vietnam with a population of over 1.2 million, with a heavy industrial economy. It used to be heavily damaged
during Vietnam war. However, this city is famous for its maritime and trade center in the Northern Vietnam at present. There also remains many
ancient temples, communal houses as well as cultural activities in traditional hamlets and villages.
Dong Minh Village, Woo
From the port, make your 1 ½ hour drive, passing the rural area of the Red River Delta before reaching Dong Minh village, a famous traditional
village and considered as the cradle of the wood carving; wooden statue sculpture career in Hai phong. You will stop by a local house they do
typical wood carvings.
 
Bao Ha Temple, Linh Lang God statue, local tasting
Continue walking along the village paths to Bao Ha temple, which was founded since 15th century. It is dedicated to Linh Lang God, the God of
the village and the Master of the traditional career of wood carving.
Inside the temple you will be very surprised at a precious statue of Linh Lang God. It can stand up or sit down by its self. Let find how!
Enjoy the local sweet potatoes and local green tea right served on the yard of Bao Ha temple while watching the local cultural activities
performed by the villagers.
Return drive to Ha Long port via the orientation drive passing the center of Hai Phong city where a photo stop at the Hai Phong Flower Market
and City Theater is made.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking, with many steps to climb. The ground in the village may be unpaved with an
uneven surface.It is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We suggest you wear comfortable
walking shoes. The order of sites seen or visited may vary. Traffic may cause delays. The drive to/from Halong Bay and Hai Phong is
approximately 1,5 hour and can be uncomfortable due to the local road conditions.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
HAL-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$399 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

HAL-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$499 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

HAL-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$499 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

HAL-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
my.silversea.com for the most current schedules, fares and complete terms and conditions.
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HAL-E / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: HANOI BY CAR DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$699 ; Duration:10.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 Explore the notable sites in the historical capital of Vietnam during this full-day outing with your exclusive guide in your air-conditioned car.
Stretching along the banks of the Red River, Hanoi is a city of lakes, boulevards, parks, and a curious blend of colonial architecture and modern
economic resurgence. Relax and enjoy the countryside during your mini-van drive to Hanoi, getting a glimpse of the scenic Red River Delta and
its farming activities. Along the way, make a stop at Dong Trieu Ceramic Village and observe the age-old process of making traditional ceramics.
 
Hanoi
With its French-colonial style buildings, tree-bordered boulevards, numerous pagodas and scenic lakes, this thousand year old city offers many
attractions. With a population of roughly three and a half million, Hanoi is the country's economic, cultural and political centre. Its unique
atmosphere derives from a blend of East and West, with beautiful French colonial buildings standing next to traditional houses, historical
monuments and revered temples. The city's streets teem with thousands of bicycles, vying for space with cars and buses. Upon arrival, enjoy an
orientation drive while heading to Hanoi's main square, which you explore on foot.
 
Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum Area
The huge square is dominated by the monumental shrine containing the embalmed body of the "Father of the Country". Opposite stands the
impressive former Presidential Palace and one-time residence of the French Governor. There is time for photographs before walking to Ho's
garden, located behind the mausoleum. Stroll past tranquil lotus ponds to Ho's cottage, a simple stilt house resembling the style of the ethnic
hill tribes. Take a look inside this humble abode, which Ho preferred to living in the palace. Nearby stands the "One Pillar Pagoda", shrouded in
local legends.
 
Temple Of Literature
Next, drive to this ancient temple complex, a pleasant retreat from the hustle and bustle of the city. Founded in 1076 during the Ly Dynasty, the
temple complex is the site of the country's first university and the pride of the nation. The unique entrance gate and 82 stone steles bear witness
to an early high level of education at the time when the country gained independence from Chinese occupation. Walk through walled courtyards
with ancient pavilions and enter the ornate main shrine dedicated to Confucius. Leaving the Temple of Literature, head to the Hanoi lunch venue
for a local fare mid-day meal at guests own expense.
 
Hoa Lo Prison ("Hanoi Hilton")
Visit to Hỏa Lò Prison was a prison used by the French colonists in French Indochina for political prisoners, and later by North Vietnam for U.S.
prisoners of war during the Vietnam War
 
Fine Arts Museum
After lunch, proceed to Hanoi's Fine Arts Museum, housed in a building that once served as the French Ministry of Information. The structure,
while very classical, has oriental touches to the roof and other details and the collections within its two wings range from ancient antiquities to
contemporary art. The ground floor of the main wing houses the oldest artefacts. These include the sandstone sculptures of the Champa and
Funan kingdoms. Among them is the elegantly carved Amitabha Buddha image, produced in 1057.
 
Encounter a touch of old Hanoi with a stop at a tiny island located in the middle of Hoan Kiem Lake (Lake of the Restored Sword) and a visit to
the Ngoc Son pagoda, reached by an arched footbridge. Experience the charming Old Quarter, which has survived surprisingly intact, and
considered the most beautiful area of the city. Drive through the narrow streets, named for the products sold on each (Basket Street, Paper
Street, Silk Street, Jewelers Street). The crafts of the past have given way to new products, but the fascinating color and activity of the old city
endures. Enjoy free time to explore on foot before meeting your guide at the appointed time and beginning the journey back to Ha Long Bay
and the ship.
Please note: This programme is sold per vehicle and will accommodate 2 guest. Only one person in your party need request this programme
by selecting one ticket, which represents the vehicle and not the number of guests. This tour requires an extensive amount of walking, with
many steps to climb. It is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We suggest you wear
comfortable walking shoes. The order of sites seen or visited may vary, this is a suggested itinerary and you reserve the right to make
changes after speaking with your exclusive guide. Traffic may cause delays. The drive to/from Halong Bay and Hanoi is approximately 2,5 to 3
hours and can be uncomfortable due to the local road conditions and it is not recommended for guests who might suffer from back and neck
problems.

 
HAL-H / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: HANOI BY VAN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$999 ; Duration:10.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 Explore the notable sites in the historical capital of Vietnam during this full-day outing with your exclusive guide in your air-conditioned van.
Stretching along the banks of the Red River, Hanoi is a city of lakes, boulevards, parks, and a curious blend of colonial architecture and modern
economic resurgence. Relax and enjoy the countryside during your mini-van drive to Hanoi, getting a glimpse of the scenic Red River Delta and
its farming activities. Along the way, make a stop at Dong Trieu Ceramic Village and observe the age-old process of making traditional ceramics.
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Hanoi
With its French-colonial style buildings, tree-bordered boulevards, numerous pagodas and scenic lakes, this thousand year old city offers many
attractions. With a population of roughly three and a half million, Hanoi is the country's economic, cultural and political centre. Its unique
atmosphere derives from a blend of East and West, with beautiful French colonial buildings standing next to traditional houses, historical
monuments and revered temples. The city's streets teem with thousands of bicycles, vying for space with cars and buses. Upon arrival, enjoy an
orientation drive while heading to Hanoi's main square, which you explore on foot.
 
Ho Chi Minh Mausoleum Area
The huge square is dominated by the monumental shrine containing the embalmed body of the "Father of the Country". Opposite stands the
impressive former Presidential Palace and one-time residence of the French Governor. There is time for photographs before walking to Ho's
garden, located behind the mausoleum. Stroll past tranquil lotus ponds to Ho's cottage, a simple stilt house resembling the style of the ethnic
hill tribes. Take a look inside this humble abode, which Ho preferred to living in the palace. Nearby stands the "One Pillar Pagoda", shrouded in
local legends.
 
Temple Of Literature
Next, drive to this ancient temple complex, a pleasant retreat from the hustle and bustle of the city. Founded in 1076 during the Ly Dynasty, the
temple complex is the site of the country's first university and the pride of the nation. The unique entrance gate and 82 stone steles bear witness
to an early high level of education at the time when the country gained independence from Chinese occupation. Walk through walled courtyards
with ancient pavilions and enter the ornate main shrine dedicated to Confucius. Leaving the Temple of Literature, head to the Hanoi lunch venue
for a local fare mid-day meal at guests own expense.
 
Hoa Lo Prison ("Hanoi Hilton")
Visit to Hỏa Lò Prison was a prison used by the French colonists in French Indochina for political prisoners, and later by North Vietnam for U.S.
prisoners of war during the Vietnam War
 
Fine Arts Museum
After lunch, proceed to Hanoi's Fine Arts Museum, housed in a building that once served as the French Ministry of Information. The structure,
while very classical, has oriental touches to the roof and other details and the collections within its two wings range from ancient antiquities to
contemporary art. The ground floor of the main wing houses the oldest artefacts. These include the sandstone sculptures of the Champa and
Funan kingdoms. Among them is the elegantly carved Amitabha Buddha image, produced in 1057.
 
Encounter a touch of old Hanoi with a stop at a tiny island located in the middle of Hoan Kiem Lake (Lake of the Restored Sword) and a visit to
the Ngoc Son pagoda, reached by an arched footbridge. Experience the charming Old Quarter, which has survived surprisingly intact, and
considered the most beautiful area of the city. Drive through the narrow streets, named for the products sold on each (Basket Street, Paper
Street, Silk Street, Jewelers Street). The crafts of the past have given way to new products,but the fascinating color and activity of the old city
endures. Enjoy free time to explore on foot before meeting your guide at the appointed time and beginning the journey back to Ha Long Bay
and the ship.
Please note: This programme is sold per vehicle and will accommodate up to 6 guests. The price of this tour is for four guests; additional
passengers (up to 6) will be charged an additional cost of 249USD per person. Only one person in your party need request this programme
by selecting one ticket, which represents the vehicle and not the number of guests. This tour requires an extensive amount of walking, with
many steps to climb. It is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. We suggest you wear
comfortable walking shoes. The order of sites seen or visited may vary, this is a suggested itinerary and you reserve the right to make
changes after speaking with your exclusive guide. Traffic may cause delays. The drive to/from Halong Bay and Hanoi is approximately 2,5 to 3
hours and can be uncomfortable due to the local road conditions and it is not recommended for guests who might suffer from back and neck
problems.

February 04 2019, Monday

Chan May - Vietnam
 

CHM-C / DA NANG & MARBLE MOUNTAIN BEACH DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$79; Duration:5.50 hrs

 Discover the history of Vietnam, both ancient and more recent, on this visit to Da Nang and Marble Mountain Beach. Highlights of this half-day
outing include the Cham Museum, Han Market, Marble Mountain village, and Marble Mountain Beach.
Da Nang
Your adventure begins with a transfer of approximately 75 minutes to Da Nang. Visit the Cham Museum, a rather primitive yet altogether
charming museum boasting an extensive array of Cham artefacts. The museum's more than 300 pieces are displayed outdoors, which proves to
be an appropriate space for its collection of temple decorations and sandstone sculptures. The exhibits represent four time periods and are
named after the geographic regions where the pieces were found.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Pedicab ride
Enjoy a pedicab ride from the Cham Museum to Han Market, winding through the small side streets of Da Nang to experience the heartbeat of
the city. Riding in a pedicab, or cyclo, pronounced see-klo, offers a charming and intimate way to experience the hectic pace of Da Nang. Be
pedaled through this animated and bustling city, and enjoy numerous opportunities for photos of the industrious vendors, streets full of
motorcycles and pedicabs, local markets and colonial buildings
 
Han Market
Having become acquainted with the treasures of an ancient culture, continue with a drive to the nearby Han Market, where you will find the
offerings of modern commerce.
After your investigation of this colourful marketplace, re-board the coach and travel next to the village at Marble Mountain.
 
Marble Mountain
King Minh Mang in 1837 named the mountains of Ngu Hanh after the five basic elements of the universe: Kim mountain (metal); Moc mountain
(wood); Thuy mountain (water); Tho mountain (earth); Hoa mountain (Fire). In Marble Mountain Village, the skilful hands of the area's talented
workers have created thousands of stone statues. Of particular note are the different coloured pieces, very interesting to most stone lovers.
 
Marble Mountain Beach
The sandy beach at Marble Mountain Beach is more than 25 miles (40 kilometres) long. During the Vietnam War, American Marines and South
Korean troops used this area as a basecamp. Since then, many famous resorts have been built along the beach. Sip a local drink, relax, and enjoy
the sea breeze, sun, and sand. If you feel adventurous, go for a swim, climb the nearby mountain with more than 100 steps to see both the area
pagoda and caverns, or admire the view of Da Nang and Marble Mountain Beach.
 
Afterwards, the coach returns you to the ship in Chan May.
 
Please note: Pedicabs are not equipped with seat belts. All guests are required to sign a waiver before participating. This tour requires a
moderate amount of walking, some of which is over uneven ground. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those
who utilise a wheelchair. Guests who would like to swim at Marble Mountain Beach should wear a swimsuit with cover up. The order of sights
seen may vary. Please exercise caution with personal items in the market area, particularly when walking through crowded areas frequented
by tourists. Bring local currency for any purchases; US dollars and credit cards are accepted in many stores.

 
CHM-I / HOI AN BY EVENING DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:7.00 hrs

 Vietnam's culture and heritage fascinate all who visit. On this exploration of the streets of Hoi An, Vietnam's treasure chest of history. This
picturesque river town has remained unchanged for centuries. Initially an important trading port, Hoi An boasts some of Vietnam's most historic
architecture as well as colourful temples and old community houses. Visit the Hoi An Museum, experience a guided walking tour of the town and
enjoy a traditional dinner. Enjoy some shopping time and the opportunity to take some photos at Marble Mountain round out the day's journey.
Hoi An
Your next destination is Hoi An, a pretty river town that has earned a UNESCO World Heritage Site designation. Your walking tour begins along
its colourful streets, which have remained largely unchanged for centuries before you enter the Hoi An Museum. Housed in a traditional
merchant's house, this museum is known for its fine collection of objects relating to the town's heydays as an important trading port.
 
Phuoc Kien Temple
Next, visit the Phuoc Kien Temple, a structure built in honour of Thien Hau, the goddess of the sea.
 
Perhaps one of the most intriguing and beautiful of Hoi An's sights is the Japanese covered bridge. Built in 1593 over a stream, it is a wonderful
amalgamation of Chinese, Vietnamese, and Japanese architectural characteristics. Appropriately, it connects Hoi An's Japanese and Chinese
districts. At the centre of the bridge stands a small temple.
 
Boat Ride
Following a boat ride from Thu Bon river wharf on Bach Dang Street, you begin to sail along the major branch of the river and enjoy the beautiful
scenery along both sides of the rivers. You will see the local life which performs gently at the late of the day; have dinner at a deluxe local
restaurant. Your tour concludes at the pier after the return drive through Da nag by night streets.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking to take in all the sights; exploration of the town is entirely on foot, for
approximately 2.5 hours, mainly on flat ground, with some steps to climb. Lightweight clothing and comfortable walking shoes are
recommended. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilize a wheelchair. Due to the popularity of sights
visited, dense crowding can be anticipated and the order of sights seen may vary. Please exercise caution with personal items in the market
area, particularly when walking through crowded areas frequented by tourists. Bring local currency for any purchases; US dollars and credit
cards are accepted in many stores.

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
CHM-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$399 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CHM-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$499 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CHM-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$499 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

CHM-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:4

 

February 05 2019, Tuesday

Chan May - Vietnam
 

CHM-A / THE STREETS OF HOI AN DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$89; Duration:8.00 hrs

 Vietnam's culture and heritage fascinate all who visit. On this full-day exploration of the streets of Hoi An, Vietnam's treasure chest of history. This
picturesque river town has remained unchanged for centuries. Initially an important trading port, Hoi An boasts some of Vietnam's most historic
architecture as well as colourful temples and old community houses. Visit the Hoi An Museum, experience a guided walking tour of the town and
enjoy a traditional lunch. Enjoy some shopping time and the opportunity to take some photos at Marble Mountain to round out the day's
journey.
Hoi An
Travel for approximately 75-minutes via coach from the pier to Hoi An, a pretty river town that has earned a UNESCO World Heritage Site
designation. Your walking tour begins along its colourful streets, which have remained largely unchanged for centuries before you enter the Hoi
An Museum. Housed in a traditional merchant's house, this museum is known for its fine collection of objects relating to the town's heyday as an
important trading port.
 
Phuoc Kien Temple
Next, visit the Phuoc Kien Temple, a structure built in honour of Thien Hau, the Goddess of the Sea.
 
Perhaps one of the most intriguing and beautiful of Hoi An's sights is the Japanese covered bridge. Built in 1593 over a stream, it is a wonderful
amalgamation of Chinese, Vietnamese, and Japanese architectural characteristics. Appropriately, it connects Hoi An's Japanese and Chinese
districts. At the centre of the bridge stands a small temple.
 
Following lunch at a local restaurant, return to the town and its busy streets to do some shopping in the lively open-air market.
 
Your tour concludes at the pier.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking to take in all the sights; exploration of the town is entirely on foot, for
approximately 2.5 hours, mainly on flat ground, with some steps to climb. Lightweight clothing and comfortable walking shoes are
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recommended. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests wishing to independently
hire a trishaw for the open air market visit may do so. Due to the popularity of sights visited, dense crowding can be anticipated and the
order of sights seen may vary. Please exercise caution with personal items in the market area, particularly when walking through crowded
areas frequented by tourists. Bring local currency for any purchases; US dollars and credit cards are accepted in many stores.

 
CHM-B / CHAM CIVILISATION DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$169; Duration:8.00 hrs

 This full-day excursion combines an exploration of Da Nang's Cham Museum with a visit to My Son Holysee, a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Savour lunch at Marble Beach and take in the views of Marble Mountain on this overview of the southern areas of Vietnam.
Da Nang
Depart the pier and travel by coach to the Cham Museum in Da Nang, a journey of approximately 75 minutes. The road south from Chan May is
scenic, with tall sand dunes along the coast and numerous rice paddies and water buffalo in the fields. As you venture through the centre of Da
Nang, discover a charming town, with ornate temples and colonial-style buildings.
 
Arriving at the Cham Museum, stroll through its outdoor exhibits of sandstone sculptures and temple decorations created between the 4th and
14 centuries by the Cham people. The displays are grouped into four time periods, and named after the regions in which the sculptures were
discovered. Your guide, well-versed in Cham history provides a comprehensive explanation of these relics.
 
My Son Holysee
Your next destination is My Son Holysee. This World Cultural Heritage Site is a large complex of religious relics that comprises more than 70
architectural works, and includes temples and towers connected to each other by a series of intricate red brick designs. The main component of
the site's Cham architectural design is the tower, which was built to reflect the divinity of the king. During your visit to My Son Holy Land, listen to
your guide's lecture and see the 1,000-year-old brick ruins of temples built by Central Vietnam's Hindu Chams, which were damaged during the
Vietnam War.
 
Marble Beach
Venture next to Marble Beach, the famed stretch of sandy coastline that served as a place for military personnel to find some R&R, and for
Hollywood to shoot movies. With its Marble Mountain views and five-star resorts, it has become a favourite stomping ground for international
travellers and ex-patriots. Enjoy lunch and a refreshment and a chance to relax at the resort on the beach.
 
Marble Mountain
Re-board the coach and travel next to the village at Marble Mountain. Shaped like a dragon at rest, Marble Mountain is actually a series of
marble and limestone formations, each named after an element: metal, wood, water, fire and earth.
 
After your brief visit here, travel back to Chan May and the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires moderate amount of walking, some of which is over uneven ground. It is not recommended for guests with
limited mobility or those who utilise a wheelchair. Guests who would like to swim at Marble Beach should bring a swimsuit with cover up. The
order of sights seen may vary. Please exercise caution with personal items in the market area, particularly when walking through crowded
areas frequented by tourists. Bring local currency for any purchases; US dollars and credit cards are accepted in many stores.

 
CHM-D / ANCIENT HUE - PERFUME RIVER DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:8.25 hrs

 Relive Vietnam's royal grandeur and become immersed in her culture as you visit the imperial city of Hue (pronounced 'whay'), with a cruise on
the Perfume River. Adding to your experience is a stop at a lively marketplace and a visit to the magnificent tomb of Emperor Minh Mang.
Begin your day at the pier in Chan May, where you board an air-conditioned coach for the approximate 1.5-hour journey to Hue.
 
Hue
Located eight miles (thirteen kilometres) from the coast and close to the Laos border, Hue has long been known as the 'Imperial City of the
Nguyen Emperors'. The Emperors rose to glory during their reign from 1802 to 1945 and were the last ruling family of Vietnam. The city's
fascinating treasures include the Imperial Citadel, Kings' Tomb, temples, and pagodas.
 
Royal Citadel
Functioning as the centre of imperial activity for 13 emperors of the Nguyen Dynasty, the city boasts impressive buildings and a sense of history.
Gain an appreciation of that history with an exploration of the Royal Citadel. Built by Emperor Gia Long in 1804, the citadel features what is
called the Noon Gate, or 'Ngo Mon'. This is the spot where kings announced the yearly calendar and the names of new doctors of philosophy.
 
The Palace of Supreme Harmony and adjoining Esplanade of Great Salutation were equally important in imperial life, hosting coronations,
emperors' birthday parties, and court proceedings. Having been restored, the early-19th-century palace retains much of its original grandeur.
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Continue your walking introduction of the Citadel with a look at the Imperial Enclosure. The Citadel's comparison to China's Forbidden City will
be apparent as you observe this intriguing citadel within a citadel.
 
Thien Mu Pagoda
Next, visit Thien Mu Pagoda, located a short drive from the Citadel. Founded in 1601 by Lord Nguyen Hoang, the governor of Thuan Hoa
Province, Thien Mu is the symbol of the city and one of the holiest pagodas in all of Vietnam. With its days as a hot-bed for anti-government
protests long past, the pagoda today is a serene place where novice gardeners tend bonsai and monks deliver incantations.
 
Dragon Boat Cruise
Awaiting you in front of the pagoda is your dragon boat. Climb aboard and cruise on the Perfume River in a similar manner to that of the kings
who travelled this route before you. Take in the sights and savour tranquillity as you relax. Afterwards, travel to the lunch venue, where
Vietnamese cuisine is offered.
 
Emperor's Tomb
There is one more stop on your comprehensive itinerary: a visit to the magnificent tomb of Emperor Minh Mang. Considered the most brilliant
emperor of the Nguyen Dynasty, Minh Mang had his tomb built on the west bank of the river. The tomb features unique green and yellow tiles.
 
From this picturesque spot, begin your return journey to Chan May.
 
Please note: The driving distance between Chan May and Hue is approximately 1.5 hours in duration. Sightseeing in Hue requires an
extensive amount of walking; comfortable shoes are essential. This tour is not recommended for guests with limited mobility or those who
utilise a wheelchair. The order of sites seen or visited may vary. Please exercise caution with personal items in the market area, particularly
when walking through crowded areas frequented by tourists. Bring local currency for any purchases; US dollars and credit cards are accepted
in many stores.

 
CHM-E / COOKING CLASS & HOI AN EXPLORATION DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$129; Duration:8.25 hrs

 Experience a taste of Vietnam's cuisine in one of its more picturesque towns, on this full-day local culinary exploration.
Meet your guide on the pier and depart via coach for the approximate 75 minute ride to Hoi An, a pretty river town that has earned a UNESCO
World Heritage Site designation.
 
On arrival, meet the chef of the "Morning Glory School" and head off to the local market with its neat displays of wares and produce. The chef
will select items that will be used later in the preparation of local delicacies.
 
Walk to the cooking school, one of Hoi An's best, and learn about Vietnamese cuisine. At your cooking station, follow the demonstrations of an
expert chef who will teach you to prepare such Vietnamese delicacies as spring rolls, grilled chicken, rice pancakes and chicken and mango
salad. Then sit back, relax and enjoy the dishes you have prepared.
 
After lunch, set off with your guide to the Hoi An Museum. Housed in a traditional merchant's house, this museum is known for its fine collection
of objects relating to the town's heyday as an important trading port.
 
Next, visit perhaps one of the most intriguing and beautiful of Hoi An's sights, the Japanese covered bridge. Built in 1593 over a stream, it is a
wonderful amalgamation of Chinese, Vietnamese, and Japanese architectural characteristics. Appropriately, it connects Hoi An's Japanese and
Chinese districts. At the centre of the bridge stands a small temple.
 
Board the coach for the journey back to the ship.
 
Please note: This tour requires an extensive amount of walking to take in all the sights; exploration of the town is entirely on foot, for
approximately 2.5 hours, mainly on flat ground, with some steps to climb. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility or those
who utilise a wheelchair. Guests wishing to independently hire a trishaw for the market visit may do so. Lightweight clothing and comfortable
walking shoes are recommended. Due to the popularity of sights visited, dense crowding can be anticipated and the order of sights seen may
vary. Please exercise caution with personal items in the market area, particularly when walking through crowded areas frequented by tourists.
Bring local currency for any purchases; US dollars and credit cards are accepted in many stores.

 
CHM-F / HOI AN BY BIKE AND ON-FOOT DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:8.00 hrs

 Embrace the spectacular beauty and history of Hoi An by bicycle and on-foot during this panoramic, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Chan May, Da Nang, Rice Fields and Rural Villages
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Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 75-minute drive to Da Nang, a lovely town situated on the banks of the Han River. Upon arrival,
receive your safety instructions and helmet, and begin your guided bicycle adventure to Hoi An. Along the way, pass by rural villages and family
temples decorated in varied motifs, and see local people farming in their fields and vegetable gardens, working on their long boats and drying
fishing nets. On the approach to Hoi Ann, cycle past rice fields and rural agricultural villages, then cross a beautiful bridge spanning the river and
enter the historic town of Hoi An.
 
Hoi An, Free Time and Marble Mountain
The 15-century town of Hoi An is an exceptionally well-preserved example of a traditional Asian trading port. Upon arrival, take a guided walking
tour of Hoi An. The moss-covered walls and well-preserved communal houses and pagodas of Hoi An offer a unique insight into what life was
like in centuries past, and reveal why the city is an UNESCO World Heritage Site. Highlights include the Japanese Covered Bridge, Hoi An
Museum and local market. Afterward, some free time is made available to explore Hoi An at your leisure. You can take a stroll through the
market and museum, browse for souvenirs, and visit the Fukien Sea Goddess Temple and Ancient House.
 
Lunch and Marble Mountain
Next, proceed for a Vietnamese lunch at a local restaurant. After lunch, proceed for a photo stop at panoramic Marble Mountain via coach. At
the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 75-minute drive back to the pier.
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of bicycling for about 1 hour (about 9 kilometres in total), and walking for approximately
1.24 miles (about two kilometres). Walking in Hoi An is at the discretion of each guest. This tour is recommended for guests who are in good
physical condition and experienced bike riders, and have recently ridden or are confident on a bicycle. Participants must also be comfortable
with hand brakes, and riding downhill. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Guests are
advised to wear lightweight, comfortable clothing in layers with flat, closed-toe walking shoes, and bring sun protection and raingear from
the ship. Helmets are included, and must be worn at all times during the bicycle-riding portion of this tour. The maximum weight of each
participating guest must not exceed 198 pounds (about 90 kilograms). Guests must be at least 18 years old to participate on this tour. A
signed waiver is required to participate on this tour. The tour sequence may vary. Operation of this tour is subject to weather conditions.

 
CHM-H / HOI AN ON YOUR OWN DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$89; Duration:7.50 hrs

 Hoi An is the ancient and charming town. Take a walking tour through this pedestrian-friendly village, which was known as Faifo when it was the
Cham Kingdom's main international port. Between the 17th and 19th centuries, Hoi An was considered the best trading destination in all of
Southeast Asia. Full of history and culture, the city's Old Town is a delight, with its small shops and winding lanes. It is the only town in Vietnam
that been so well preserved, and this port town's international history is reflected in its architectural styles and customs. The wooden houses,
temples and pagodas reflect Chinese and Japanese influences, as do the textile and ceramic crafts that can be purchased as a souvenir of your
visit.
This transfer may suit you if you would like to explore on your own. It consists of a motor coach ride from the ship to Hoi An. The coach escort will
advise you of the pick-up time and location for the return journey. Please be at the pick-up point 15 minutes prior to departure, as the coach is
not allowed to wait.
 
Please note: Guide service, taxi transfers, entrance fees and lunch are not included in the transfer price. It will be your responsibility to be at
the drop-off point at the given return time. An English-speaking escort will be aboard the transfer motor coach to answer questions en route.
Wear comfortable shoes. Bring a hat, sunscreen and water. Modest attire is required to enter religious monuments; knees, shoulders and
midriffs must be covered. Meal is not included.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
CHM-V / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$399 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

CHM-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$499 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 

 Itinerary, all arrangements, and prices are subject to change without notice. Silversea reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions. Please refer to
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CHM-X / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (HALF DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$499 ; Duration:4.00  hrs ; Capacity:6

 
 

CHM-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:4

 

February 06 2019, Wednesday

Sanya - China
 

SYA-A / BEST OF SANYA DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$149; Duration:7.50 hrs

 Explore the beauty, traditions and culture of Sanya during this picturesque, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Nanshan Cultural Resort
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 90-minute drive to the Nanshan Cultural Resort, located approximately 24 miles (about 38.6
kilometres) southwest of Sanya City in Hainan Province. The beauty of Nanshan Mountain makes this a principal eco-tourism zone, and the area
also boasts a profound Buddhist influence and important cultural icons. It features three parks; the Buddhism Culture Park, Blessing & Longevity
Park and Hainan Custom Culture Park.
 
Tram-Ride and Guan Yin Statue
Upon arrival, board a tram to see the most famous and prominent of Nanshan's attractions, the enormous Guan Yin Statue. Situated on its own
manmade island, the three-sided representation of the Bodhisattva Guan Yin is the third-tallest statue in the world. It rises to a height of
approximately 350 feet (about 106.7 metres), which is approximately 200 feet (about 61 metres) taller than the Statue of Liberty.
 
Nanshan Temple
Next, head to another highlight of the Nanshan site, the Nanshan Temple. Considered the most eminent Buddhist temple in the province, the
Nanshan Temple complex covers an area of approximately 66 acres (about 26.7 hectares). Its construction was completed in April 1998 to
commemorate the 2,000th year of the arrival of Buddhism in China. During your visit, a Chinese vegetarian lunch is served in the temple.
 
Pearl Culture Museum
Your last stop is at the Pearl Culture Museum for a unique insight into the cultivation of pearls. Observe the removal of pearls from an oyster, and
guess how many pearls the oyster will yield. Some free time is made available here to browse a collection of exquisite pearl creations, and
perhaps purchase a memento of your Sanya visit. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 40-
minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 2 miles (about 3.2 kilometres), at times on inclines, with a
few steps to negotiate to get on/off the coach and 90 steps at the Nanshan Cultural Resort. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited
mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are
recommended.

 
SYA-B / LEISURELY SANYA DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$79; Duration:4.50 hrs

 Experience the coastal splendour of Sanya during this leisurely, half-day sightseeing excursion.
Dedonghai Bay
Depart the pier for the short drive to Dadonghai Bay, one of the most popular tropical seaside holiday areas in Hainan Province. The area is
famous for its clear blue sea, sunshine, white sand and green trees that combine to create a beautiful scene in the Torrid Zone. Upon arrival, take
a guided stroll around Dadonghai Square. Afterward, some free time is made available to explore the area at your leisure.
 
Luhuitou Park
Next, re-board your coach and drive to Luhuitou Park, which means 'a deer turning head'. The huge sculpture on the top of the hill represents
the moving scene of a romantic love story that once occurred at this site. Upon arrival, take a guided tour via electric cart. At the top of the hill,
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take in spectacular panoramic vistas of the entire city, its surrounds and the South China Sea. Following your guided tour, some free time is
made available to explore the park at your leisure.
 
Pearl Culture Museum
Your last stop is at the Pearl Culture Museum for a unique insight into the cultivation of pearls. Observe the removal of pearls from an oyster, and
guess how many pearls the oyster will yield. Some free time is made available here to browse a collection of exquisite pearl creations, and
perhaps purchase a memento of your Sanya visit. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 40-
minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 0.87 miles (about 1.4 kilometres), with a few steps to
negotiate to get on/off the coach and 20 steps at Luhuitou Park. Walking at Dadonghai Square and Luhuitou Park is at the discretion of each
guest. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with
flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended.

 
SYA-E / CHINESE ETHNIC VILLAGE DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$99; Duration:7.00 hrs

 Explore the traditional customs, history and culture of the Chinese Ethnic Village during this memorable, full-day sightseeing excursion.
Binlanggu Tourism Zone
Depart the pier for the scenic, approximately 50-minute drive to the Binlanggu Tourism Zone, an authentic minority village also known as the
'Cultural and Traveling Destination of Hainan Native People at Ganzhaling Hill'. The approximately 60.7-acre (about 24.6-hectare) Binlanggu lies
at the Ganshi Ridge National Natural Reserve, near the Ridge Qixianling Hot Spring National Forest Park. It is comprised of the Primitive Li
Village, Ecological Miao Village and a tropical rainforest, which is one of the top 10 most featured attractions in the Hainan Province.
 
Minority Village and Chiyou Performance
Your visit allows you to explore how Binlanggu is committed to protecting and promoting the Li and Miao ethnic cultures, and providing a
compelling look into their history and customs. During your visit, take in a performance by one of the minority groups, the Chiyou, and marvel at
the colourful costumes and artful choreographed movement.
 
Lunch and Pearl Culture Museum
Next, re-board your coach and proceed for a Chinese lunch at a nearby hotel.
After lunch, head to the Pearl Culture Museum for a unique insight into the cultivation of pearls. Observe the removal of pearls from an oyster,
and guess how many pearls the oyster will yield. Some free time is made available here to browse a collection of exquisite pearl creations, and
perhaps purchase a memento of your Sanya visit. At the conclusion of your visit, re-board your coach and commence the approximately 40-
minute drive back to the pier.
 
Please note: This tour involves an extensive amount of walking for approximately 1.3 mile (about 2 kilometres), with a few steps to negotiate
to get on/off the coach and 90 steps at the Binlanggu Tourism Zone. This tour is not suitable for guests with limited mobility and guests who
utilise a wheelchair. Lightweight, comfortable clothing with flat, closed-toe walking shoes and sun protection are recommended.

Silver Shore "Privato"
Explore the surrounding at your leisure during your private tour. Customize your own itinerary or choose to see and overview of the area’s
highlights. Please note: This tour is non-refundable if cancelled within 48 hours prior to arrival in the port. Actual vehicle type varies depending
on availability. Guide is English-speaking. The price, exclusive of meals, entrance fees and gratuities, is per vehicle. Therefore, when making your
reservation, please indicate the number of vehicles, not the number of guests. Only one person in the party needs to reserve this program.
Please see the Shore Concierge Office on board the ship to arrange your individual itinerary

 
SYA-W / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE CAR & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY

 
Price:$699 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:2

 
 

SYA-Y / SILVER SHORE PRIVATO: PRIVATE VAN & GUIDE (FULL DAY) DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$899 ; Duration:8.00  hrs ; Capacity:4
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February 08 2019, Friday

Hong Kong - China
 

HKG-A2 / TOUR & AIRPORT TRANSFER - HIGHLIGHTS OF HONG KONG DIFFICULTY
 

Price:$119; Duration:5.50 hrs
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